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ON CODIIMG MORPHISMS FOR ZIGZAG CODES (*)

by Do LONG VAN C), Bertrand LE SAËC (*) and Igor LITOVSKY (*)

Communicated by J. BERSTEL

Abstract. - We are dealing with the zigzag codes in connection with monoid morphisms andfree
group morphisms. The injectivity offree group morphisms plays hère the rôle of that offree monoid
morphisms for ordinary codes. Subsets of free group words describing behaviours of zigzag
factorizations allow us to characterize zigzag codes in different ways. Every two-element code is a
zigzag code. The free monoid morphisms preserving the property ofbeing a zigzag code are exactly
the coding morphisms for the biprefîx codes.

Résumé. - Les zigzag codes sont étudiés par le biais des morphismes de monoïdes et de groupes
libres. L'injectivitè des morphismes de groupes libres joue ici le rôle de celle des morphismes de
monoïdes pour les codes. Les calculs décrits dans le groupe libre associé aux zigzag factorisations,
nous permettent de caractériser de différentes manières les zigzag codes. Les codes à deux mots
sont des zigzag codes. Les morphismes de monoïdes libres préservant la propriété d'être un zigzag
code sont exactement les morphismes de codages pour les codes biprêfïxes.

1. INTRODUCTION

As well known, a language X over an alphabet A is a code if every word
in A* has at most one factorization on X. The notion of zigzag factorization
due to M. Anselmo [1], which consists in allowing backward steps in factoriz-
ing a word, is in some sensé a two-way version of factorisation. This led
naturally to the notion of zigzag opération, denoted by | , on a language and
also to the notion of zigzag code. These notions are the main subject of [1, 2,
7, 8, 9].

In this paper, we are studying the zigzag codes in connection with monoid
morphisms and free group morphisms induced by the first ones. The central
point is an axiomatic définition of zigzag factorizations.

(*) Received June 1991, accepted December 1991.
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566 DO LONG VAN, B. LE SAËC, I. LITOVSKY

For an ordinary code X, any bijection q> from an alphabet B onto X
induces an isomorphism from B* onto X*. Furthermore every word in B*
describes a unique factorization on X of some word. For the zigzag codes,
the zigzag factorizations on X may not be encoded in B*. It is necessary to
work in the free group generated by B. So letters in B encode the backward
steps in the zigzag factorizations. This approach of the notion of zigzag
factorizations allows us to characterize zigzag codes in different ways.

The zigzag factorizations on X are encoded by zigzag séquences which are
words in (5 l j5)* . The set of zigzag séquences M^{B) is a very pure sub-
monoid of (B\J B)*. This set is used to characterize the zigzag codes. Like
for the ordinary codes, X is a zigzag code iff M^ (B) is in an one-to-one
fashion with X^. If the injectivity of free monoid morphism is a characteristic
property for ordinary codes then the injectivity of the corresponding free
group morphism is characteristic for zigzag codes. By using free group words,
we obtain different characterizations of zigzag codes. Hence, we prove that
any two-element code is a zigzag code and we propose a test for zigzag codes
inspired by Sardinas, Patterson's one. Finally, we prove that the class of
injective free monoid morphisms preserving the property of being a zigzag
code is much smaller than that of those preserving the property of being a
code. It is just the coding morphisms for the biprefix codes.

Section 2 contains the preliminaries. In the next section, we defîne the
zigzag décompositions and the zigzag factorizations. In Section 4, we present
results concerning the coding morphisms for zigzag codes. In Section 5, we
characterize the zigzag codes in different ways. Section 6 is devoted to the
injective free monoid morphisms that preserve the zigzag codes.

2. PRELIMINARIES

Let A be an alphabet. As usual A* is the free monoid of all finite
words over A. The empty word is denoted by 8 and ^4+—^4*\{a}. Let
(w, v)eli* x S*, uv dénotes the concaténation of the words u and v. We dénote
by | M | the length of the word u. The notations u^v or u<v mean that u is a
prefix or a proper prefix of u, respectively. A language is a subset of A*. If
X is a language then X* is the submonoid of A* generated by X. We dénote
by Root(J^) the language ( j r \ { s } ) \ ( X * \ { e } ) 2 .

A language X<^A* is a code if every word w in Â* has at most one
factorization on X. If X is a code then X* is a free submonoid od A*. A
submonoid M of A* is very pure if for ail u, veA*, uveM and vue M imply
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ON CODING MORPHISMS FOR ZIGZAG CODES 567

ueM and veM, As in [5], we that a submonoid M of A* satisfies the
condition C(l, 1) if for ail w, V, weA*, uv, vweM implies veM. Any
submonoid satisfying the condition C(l, 1) is very pure and any very pure
submonoid is free [5].

Let A be an alphabet and Â be another alphabet in bijection with A. For
every ae(AUÂ), we dénote by â the corresponding element of a. If
x — a1. . .an is a word in {A \J Â)* then x = ân. . .ax. For every subset X of
{A U Â)*, we define X= {x/xeX). In the sequel, one used to consider X as
an alphabet (not necessarily finite) and so one can speak about the free
monoid ( I U ^ ) * generated by X\JX. Let us note that the notation *. is
ambiguous. Indeed {X\J X)* may be considered as the free monoid generated
by the alphabet ( I U ^ ) and also as the submonoid of {A \J Â)* generated
by the set (XKJX)^{A \JÂ)*. (the two previous monoids are isomorphic iff
(X\JX) is a code in (A\JÂ)*). In this paper, we use ( J I J ^ ) * in the fîrst
sensé only. However, for ail (xu . . ., xn)e(X{JX)n, we use ambiguously
xx. . .xn to dénote a word on the alphabet (X\JX) as well a word on the
alphabet {A U Â) depending on the context.

We dénote by &x
 t n e congruence over ( I U ^ ) * generated by:

VxGX, xxttxs and xx«xe. The notation uKx is used for the class
x

of the word ue{X\JX)*. We dénote by !-• the relation defined by

V(w, v)e(X\jZ)*x(X\jZ)*9 u£*v if w=/ocg, v^fg and ot = xx or a = xx

x
for some x e l . We call Z-reduction the reflexive transitive closure of i—•. The
X-reduction is confluent [4]. We dénote by Redx the function which associâtes
with each we(X{J Â)*, the unique J*f-reduced word Redx(w).

3. Z-DECOMPOSITIONS AND Z-FACTORIZATIONS

In this section, we present in another form, the notions of zigzag opération
and of zigzag factorization introduced by M. Anselmo in [1].

DÉFINITION 3.1: Let X be a language in A*.

A zigzag décomposition (z-decomposition) on I is a word x1. . .xn in
(XKJX)+ that satisfies the following two properties:

• iV V/e{ 1, . . ., n}, Red^Oq. . .xt)eA + .

• P2: V/e{ 1, . , ,, n-l},RcdA(^t" ^i)<^àA(x1. . .xn).

vol. 26, n° 6, 1992



568 DO LONG VAN, B. LE SAËC, I. LITOVSKY

We dénote by Z-Dec(X) the set of all z-decompositions on X together
with the empty word.

Remark: Note that the property P1 implies that x1eX and the property
P2 implies that xn e X.

DÉFINITION 3.2: Let X be a language in A*.

A zigzag factorization (z-factorization) on X is a z-decomposition xx . . . xn

satisfying the following property:

• P3: V\^i<j^n, RedA(xx.. .jc£)#Redit(^1. . .xj).

We dénote by Z-Fac(Z) the set of z-factorizations on X together with the
empty word.

Every such z-factorization ƒ is, exactly, a z-factorization of the word
Redx (d) in the sense of M. Anselmo where each xt corresponds to a z-step.
In the sequel, we use the notation fw to mean that ƒ is a z-factorization of w.

DÉFINITION 3.3: Let Z b e a language in A*.

A zigzag calculus, c(wu u, w2), (z-calculus) on X of a word u with context
(wl9 w2)eA* x A* is a word JCX . . .xn in ( J U f l * that satisfies:

2. V

3. V ^ ^

FACT 3.4:

• ^4nj; z-factorization is X-reduced.

• Z-Fac(jr>gRedx(Z-Dec(X)).

The previous inclusion is strict as it shown in the following example:

Example 3.5: Let A — {a,b} be an alphabet and X={a, ab, ba}. The
word w = aabaa admits two z-factorizations f1 = (a) (a) (ba) (a) and the
z-decomposition d= (a) (a) (ba) (a) (a~B) (a) (ba) (a) of w is not a z-factorization,
but Rcdx (d) = d.

DÉFINITION 3.6: We dénote by » , the congruence on ( H J ^ ) * generated
by the relations: For any z-calculus x±. . .xn of E, xl, . .xn^te. We dénote

by t—• the relation on (X\J X)* defined by u\~+v if u=foLg, v~fg and a ^ e .

We call /-réduction the reflexive transitive closure of i—•. We dénote by Red̂
the function which associâtes with each word we(X{J%)* the subset of /-
reduced words obtained from w.

Informatique théorique et Applications/Theoretical Informaties and Applications



ON CODING MORPHISMS FOR ZIGZAG CODES 569

FACT 3.7: Let deZ-Dzc(X). We have:

2. If d is /-reduced then d is Jf-reduced.

Remarks: The converse of 2. is generally false (see Corollary 5.4). The
/-réduction is notherian but not confluent (see Proposition 5.1).

FACT 3.8: Red, (Z-Dec W ) = Z-Fac (JT).

FACT 3.9: Let (d, d') e Z-Dec (X) x Z-Dec (X) and a e { A9 Xy l}.

a d' then d and d' are two z-decompositions of the same word Redx (d).

DÉFINITION 3.10: Let I b e a language in A*.

We call zigzag on X the set X^ = { we A* : 3 /w e Z-Fac (X)}. Note that JSfT

is a submonoid of A* which contains X*. A language L of the form X] is
called a z-submonoid of A*.

LEMMA 3.11 [8]: Let L be a language in A*. The following properties are
equivalent:

1. L = V.

2. e e L, and (uv, v9 vw) e L x Z, x L implies uvw e L.

Proof: If L = ZÎ then the second point is obviously true. Conversely, let m
be a shortest word in L^\L. The word m has a z-factorization xx. . .xn on
L with n>\ otherwise m = x1eL. Let ix be the index of the longest word ux

of the set {Red^Oq. . .xt), l ^ / < « } . The word ux belongs to L1. Let i2 be
the index of the shortest word u2 of the set { ^ j ^, x ^ }

Since Xi2> > -xil + 1 is a z-factorization, wj 1 w 1 is in LT . Now, the word

w3 = w~ 1m also belongs to L T \ { e } since xi2 + 1. . .x n is a z-factorization of

M3. Thus by the minimality of m, the words uu u2, u3 belong to L. Thus , by

setting u = u2, v = u2
1 ux and w = ux

1 m, we have (uv, v, vw) eL* L x L

whereas m = uvw£L. So 2. implies 1. D

DÉFINITION 3.12 [1]: Let X be a language in ^4*.

X is a z-code iff V (fl9 f2) eZ-Fac (X) x Z-Fac (X): /x » A / 2 =>/x =/2 .

DÉFINITION 3.13: Let L be a z-submonoid of A*. We call Z-Root of L
the language Z-Root (L) = {w € £ \ { £} : w has no z-factorization on L of
length> 1}. L is said to be z-free if Z-Root (L) is a z-code.

vol. 26, n° 6, 1992
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4. CODING MORPHISMS FOR ZIGZAG CODES

Let A and B be two alphabets and let <p : B* -• A* be a monoid morphism.
In the sequel, cp is extended to: q> : (B\jB)-*(A\J Â)* by setting
V5"e5,(p(5)= <j>(6) and we dénote by <p: (BUB)*UB-+(A\J A)*UA the free
group morphism induced by (p. For the sake of simplicity instead of (^(x^),
we write <p (x). Also, we always understand <p (x) as the reduced représentative
of its ciass, but not the elass itself.

DÉFINITION 4.1: We call quasi-zigzag séquence with respect to cp, any word
b1... . bn in (B U 5)* satisfying the following conditions:

• P'2
Remark: Note that the property P\ implies that bx belongs to B and the

property P'2 implies that bn also belongs to B.
The set of these words together with the empty word is denoted by Z^ (B).

DÉFINITION 4.2: We call zigzag séquence with respect to cp any quasi-
zigzag séquence satisfying:

The set of these words together with the empty word is denoted by
Clearly, M,(B)£Z,(B) and M9(5)gRedB(Z f (ü)).

Note: In the sequel, we will use the notations Z^ and Mv instead of Z^{B)
and M9(B)9 if there is no ambiguity on the used alphabet.

LEMMA 4.3: If b1...bn is a quasi-zigzag séquence then we have

Proof: We prove that, if ueA+ and KcdA(uv)eA+ with u<RsdA(uv)
and v is an ^4-reduced word, we have veA + , We can write v = vlv2 with
v ! e A * and v2$Â(A\J Â)*. Thus Red^ (uv) eA+ ïmplies u=zu1v1 and
then RedA(uv)~u1v2- As v2$Â(A\JÂ)*9 u1v2eA+ implies v2eA*. Since
u<RedA(uv) that is u1v1<uïv2, we obtain u1<u2. Now, since v = vïv2 is
^-reduced, we have vl^e. Hence v = u26^4* and v^e since M<Redj4(«x;).
Thus, if b1...bn is a quasi-zigzag séquence in Z^, we have VI ^i^n,

+ . D

Remark: If q> is injective and c p ^ ^ J f then the zïgz&g séquences and the
quasi-zigzag séquences encode in (B{JB)* the z-factorizations and the
z-decompositions on X, respectively: Z-Fac(JT) is in bijection with M^ and
Z-Dec (X) is in bijection with Zr

Informatique théorique et AppHcations/Theoretical Informaties and Applications



ON CODING MORPHISMS FOR ZIGZAG CODES 571

Example 4.4:

1. For any non erasing morphism cp : B* -> A* we have 5 * g i / f

2. Let ̂ 4= {a} and /?={x, jy}. Let cp : B*-> A* be the morphism given
by <p(x) = a and <p(j) = aa. Thus Af^^jx, j , yxy}*. The word w = xxxjxxx
satisfies the condition P'l9 P'2 and so belongs to Z r Since cp (x) = cp (xxxy) — a,
so w does not satisfy the condition P'3 and w does not belong to M^.

PROPOSITION 4.5: M9 and Z^ are very pure submonoids of (B{JB)* and
consequently arefree.

Proof: Clearly from the définitions, M9 and Z^ are submonoids. We prove
that M9 satisfies the condition C(l, 1) recalled in Section 2. Let u, v9 w be
three words in (B U B)* such that uv and vw belong to Af9. We can write
u = bl. . .bt, v^bi+1, . .£,-, w = 6 j + 1 . . . iB with ail bk in (.0 U B), FromuveM^
it follows that bjeB and P2 is satisfïed for v. Since w e M p , we have
bi+1eB and also P'l9P'3 are satisfied for v. Hence M9 satisfies the condi-
tion C(l, 1) so it is very pure and free. The same argument can be applied
to Zr D

As My and Z9 are languages in (B U S)*, we can consider (M^)1 and (Z9)
T.

The following proposition shows that M^ is not a z-submonoid of (B\J B)*
whereas so is Z9.

PROPOSITION 4.6: For any morphism q> : B* -> A* we have:

2.

Proof: We prove that Z(p = (Z(p)
î by using Lemma 3.11.

Let uv = b1,. .è f . . .bp v = bt. . . è ; and vw = bt. . .è^. . .6n be three words in
Z^. If M = e or w=e» then uvweZr Assume u^e and w^z. The condition P'l9
is trivialy satisfied for uvw: Let fce{l, . . . , « } . If fc<i, cp( î - - .èfc)<cp(Mîj).
On the other hand by the Lemma 4.3, <p(w)e^4+. Thus (pfo. . .èfc)<9(wz;w)
for fc<i. Now, if i^k^n, 9(6^ . .6fc)<<p(tw). Since 9 ( M ) G ^ + we have
cp(èi. . ,èk)<9(Muiv) for i^k^n and so P2 h°lds for MUW. By Lemma 3.11,
Z9=(Z9)T. Now, from Z9=(Zç) t , the inclusions of the second point are
immédiate. D

The previous inclusions are strict as shown in the following example.

Example 4.7: Let B={a, b, c, d, e,f} and A^{x, y, z, /, u}. Let
(p : B* -> v4 * be a morphism given by <p (a) = xyz, cp (6) = z, cp (c) = z/,

= z/w. It is easy to verify that the words abed, d,
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5 7 2 DO LONG VAN, B. LE SAËC, I. LITOVSKY

dief are in M r Thus the word w = abëdcf is in (M^)\ But w is not in M r

because we have ^>(abëdF)~<p(ab) — xyz, That is the condition P'3 does not
hold for w, Thus {M^^MV Now consider w = abcdef one can check that
w is in Z9 and that w does not belong to (M^. That is (Af9) V Z p . D

PROPOSITION 4.8:

1. If X^A* is a z-code and cp : B* -+A* is a morphism injective on B with
<p(B) = X, then cp is injective on Afr

2. Tjfcp ; B* -> ̂ 4* w a morphism such that cp w injective on Mv then cp (5) = X
is a z-code.

Proof: 1. Assume that a and P are two éléments of Mv such that
cp(a) = cp(p) = w. If one of them is s then so is the other one. Assume
now that a # 8 and P ^ s and a = b1. . .bm and p — cx. . .c„. We have two
z-factorizations of w : fx —xx. . ,xm and f2

=yi- * * Jn
 SUCn that f ° r a ^

/e{ 1, . . ., m}, (p(ôi) = xÉ and for all / e{ 1, . . . , « } , c p ^ ) ^ ^ . Since X is a
z-code, these z-factorizations are identical. One has m = n and for all
ie{ 1, . . ., «} , JC(.=J>£ which implies è£ = c£. Thus q> is injective on Mv .

2. Assume that a word w has two z-factorizations ƒ and ^ o n l such
that / = J C 1 . . .xm and ^ = j ; i . . .yM. There exist a=ib1. . .bmeM<? and
P = c1 . . .cneMy such that (p(a) = (p(P) = w and for all ie{\, ...,m},
(p(èf) — xt and for all ie {1, . . . , « } , cp(ci)=>j

l-. By the injectivity of q>, one
has oc=P hence n = m and for all ie{ 1, . . ., n}, xi=yi that is f=g thus X i s
a z-code. •

So we have the following result which generalizes the notion of coding
morphism on codes [5],

CoROLLARY 4.9: Let cp : B*-+A* be a morphism injective on B with

Then X is a z-code iffïp is injective on M r

We will characterize the z-free submonoids by means of Mr but before,
we need the following fact deduced immediatly from the définitions and
Proposition 4.8:

FACT 4.10: Let cp : B* -> A* be a morphism with cp (B) — X. Then we have:

2. If cp is injective on B and X is a z-code in A* then Mp and XT are
isomorphic by cp.

Informatique théorique et Applications/Theoretical Informaties and Applications
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The z-free submonoids can be now characterized as follows:

THEOREM 4.11: Let M be a language of A*, The following properties are
equivalent:

1. M is a z-free submonoid of A*.

2. There exist and alphabet B and a morphism q> : 2?* -> A* such that Mv

and M are isomorphic by (p.

Proof:
1 => 2. Let M be a z-submonoid of A*. Then M=X* for some z-code X.

Choose an alphabet B in bijection (p with X and cp(i?) = X Then cp induces a
morphism from i?* into A*. By Fact 4.10(1), 9(M(p) = Z î . By Proposition
4.8 (1), cp is injective on Mv Thus Af9 and M are isomorphic by cp.

2 => 1. Let cp : B* -• A* be a morphism such that M9 and M are isomorphic
by 9. We have 9(Af,) = Af. Set now X=îp(B). By Fact 4.10(1), we have
q>(Mt?) = X1 and therefore Mv and X^ are isomorphic by cp. By Proposition
4.8(2), Xïs a z-code thus Af=Arî is a z-free submonoid.

COROLLARY 4.12: Every z-free submonoid is free.

Proof: Let Af be a z-free submonoid of A*. By the previous theorem, there
exist an alphabet B and a morphism cp : B* -> ̂ 4* such that Mç and M are
isomorphic by cp. By Proposition 4.5, Mv is free, thus so is M, •

In other words, Corollary 4.12 sounds as follows: for any z-code X there
exists a code Y such that X1 = y*. The relationship between A" and y is given
by:

PROPOSITION 4.13: Let X<^A* be a z-code and y : B* -+ A*'be an injective
morphism such that cp (B) = X. Then 7= cp (Root (M,)) w a code andX^=Y*.

Proof: By virtue of Proposition 4.5, M9 is free. Therefore Root(Af(p) is a
code in (B\JB)*. Let v|/ : C* ->0BU£)* be a coding morphism for
Root(Mp). Then \|/ is injective on C* and v|/(C*) = (Root(M<1>))* = Af<p. By
Proposition 4.8(1), cp is injective on M9. Therefore cp°\|/ is an injective
morphism from C* into A* with cp°\|/(C)= Y. Hence Fis a code on A. Now,
by Fact 4.10(2), it follows that

= 9 (Root (Ag*) = [9 (Root (M^))]* = Y*

which complètes the proof. D

Examples 4 A4: Let 4̂ = {a, è} and B= {x, y}, Â = {a, aèa}. Let
cp : B* -+A* be the morphism defïned by cp(x) = a and cp(j) = aèa. It is easy
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574 DO LONG VAN, B. LE SAËC, I. LITOVSKY

to see that Root(MJ = {x}\Jy(xy)*. Hence Y=a(ba)*. Since JTis a z-code,
Y is a code and JTT= 7*.

5. CHARACTERIZATIONS OF ZIGZAG CODES

PROPOSITION 5 .1 : Let X be a language in A*.

X is a Z-code iJfRedt is confluent on Z-Dec(X).

Proof: Assume that X is & Z-code and let deZ-Dec(X) be a z-decomposition
ofw. Since Redj(>/)gZ-Fac(X), according to Fact 3.8, we deduce by
Fact 3.9 that Red,(<i) = { ƒ } where ƒ is the z-factorization of w, that is Red,
is confluent. Conversely, assume that a word w has two z-factorizations
f=zx1. . .x„ and f' — x\, . .x^. Let xeX. Then xxx. . .x„xw. . ,x1x\. . .x^x
is a z-decomposition of the word xwx which can be reduced in two
z-factorizations: f1=xx1, . ,xnx and f2

 = xx'i. . .x'n,x. Thus, Redf is not
confluent. D

LEMMA 5.2: Let X be a language in A*. Let x1. . .xn be a z-calculus of e

such that Xj. . .xM_1 is l-reduced. Let u be the longest word in

{RedA(x1...xil l ^ i g

and let v be the longest word in

Ifn>2 then the word uv has two distinct z-factorizations.

Proof: First note that if x1. . .x„ is a z-calculus of e such that xx. . .x„_ i

is /-reduced, then for every ze{ 1, . . ., «} , x f. . . x n x r . .xt_x is a z-calculus
of s such that xt. . .xnx1. . .xt_2 is /-reduced.

There exist ke{\, . . . , « } and rnejl, . . . , / 7 } such that k^m,
ü= RedA (xx. . . Xjt) and v = Redx (x j . . . xm). If M = e then j t t . . . xm and
x„. . .xm+l are two distinct z-factorizations of v = uv, since xm^xm+1. Symetri-
cally, if v = e then xfc. . .xx and xk+i. . .xn «re two distinct z-factorizations of
u = uv, since xfc7^xk+1.

Now, assume that w^e and v / e . Let us assume that m<k (the case &<m
is similar). Since ü=RedA(x1. . . x k ) e l + and ü = Redy4(x1. . .xm)eA + , we
have k<n and m<n. Moreover, fi=xk. . . x m + 1 a n d / 2 = xfc + 1 . . .xnx1. . ,xm

are two z-factorizations of uv according to the premiminary rernark. Since
xk^xk + ufx a n d f2 a r e distinct. D
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Now, we state that a language X is a z-code iff the "loops" in the
z-calculus, if exist, are "trivial".

PROPOSITION 5.3: Let X be a language in A*.

X is a z-code iffeXl = EKj(.

Proof: Assume that X is not a z-code and let w be a word with two
different z-factorizations fx and/2. Sinccfx^f2tfxf2 *s n o t ^-congruent with
s. However, fxf2 is a z-calculus of e. That is fxf2ee^\e^x, Conservely,
assume that xx. . . ^ „ G E ^ X E ^ . Without loss of generality, we can assume
that x2. . ,xn is /-reduced. Since xx. . .xn$eKx, we have n>2. Thus in virtue
of Lemma 5,2, A" is not a z-code. D

From the previous resuit, we obtain easily two corollaries which show that,
if X is a z-code, the /-réductions of the z-decompositions concern only the
"trivial" loops and that, in this case, the X-reduced z-decompositions on X
are exactly the z-factorizations on X.

COROLLARY 5.4: Let X be a language in A*.

X is a z-code iff V de Z-Dec (X), Red, (d) = Redx (rf).

COROLLARY 5.5: Let X be a language in A*.

X is a z-code iff Redx (Z-Dec (X)) = Z-Fac (X),

Now, we characterize the z-codes with some properties of the ^-réduction:

PROPOSITION 5.6: Let X be a language in A*.

X is a z-code iff V (dx, d2) G Z-Dec (X) x Z-Dec (X), d1&xd2odx&Ad2.

Proof: Let J b e a z-code. Let dx and d2 be two z-decompositions such
that dx^Ad2. Then dx and'rf2

 a r e z-decompositions of the same word
Redx (dx) = Red^ (d2). By Fact 3.8, there exist fx G Z-Fac (X) and
f2 G Z-Fac (X) such that dx^Jx and d2^J2. Since X is a z-code fx =f2 =ƒ.
By Corollary 5.4, we have d&xd'. Conversely, if X is not a z-code, there
exist two z-factorizations fl9f2 such tha t / i# / 2 and fx^Af2. Since / i and/2

are X-reduced, they are not X-congruent. D

LEMMA 5.7 [9]: Le? Zg^4* which is not a z-code. Let w be a shortest word
having two distinct z-factorizations xx. . ,xn andyx, . .ymon X. Then xx i^yx*

Proof: Assume that m^n. Let ke{\, . . . , m } such that xk¥^yk and
Vï'e{ 1, . . ., fc}, X,-=JV Let p be the least integer greater than k such that
xk. . -xp&Ayk. . ,ypt for some /;'^A: (such an integer p exists since

-yJ- Thus xfc. . .x p j p , . . ,j7fc«,e and xfc. . .xpyp,. . .J7fc+1 is
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/-reduced. Hence, according to the Lemma 5.2, p~p' = k. That is
which is a contradiction. D

PROPOSITION 5.8: Let X— {u, v} be a two-element language in A*.

X is a z-code iff X is a code,

Proof: It is sufficient to prove that if X— { u, v} is not a z-code then it is
not a code. So, suppose that X is not a z-code. Since any prefix code is a
z-code, we may assume that u<v. Let n be the greatest integer such that
v = unu1. Since X is not a z-code, there exists a shortest word weA* that
admits two different z-factorizations fx and f2 on X. By Lemma 5.7, we
can assume that fxeu{X{JX)+ and f2ev{X\JX) +. Necessarily, we have
fxeu{v, uv, u2v, . . ., utt~1v, un}{X\jX)*> in other words, the longest prefix
w' of/i in X* satisfies RedA(wr)eunA*. Thus, we have u1<u. Set u = ulu2.
Iffi and/ 2 are in X+ then X is not a code. If/1? for instance, belongs to
X+ X(X\JX)* then/i has a factor vw or uv. As v = unu1 and «^ 1, we have
üe^+M2«i ' Thus a factor t;w or MV in fx implies that u1u2 = u2u1. Hence
uv = vu that is A"is not a code. D

Remark: There exists three-element codes which are note z-code. For
example, X= {a, aba, baba } is a code in {a, b }*, but it is not a z-code since
the word ababa admits two different z-factorizations on X.

The next characterization of z-codes is inspired by the Sardinas, Patterson's
criterium {see [5] for instance) for ordinary codes.

DÉFINITION 5.9: We construct by induction a séquence of languages
in A* #A*, where # is a new symbol, by setting:

Ui9 xeX}

U{uv#y\u#veUi9vyeX]

U{u#xv\ux#veUi, xeX,

FACT 5.10: Let c(e, w, v) be a l-reduced z-calculus of u and let

x 6 (X U ̂ ) \ { « } such that c (s, u, v) x has sense. Then the z-calculus
c(s, M, v)x of Redx(w;c) ca« be reduced in a z-calculus c' such that First-
Letter {c') = FirstLetter {c (e, w, ZJ)).

DÉFINITION 5.11: A word u is a z-prefix of uv with respect to X if w admits
a z-calculus on X with context (e, u).
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LEMMA 5.12: For any f^O, we have thefollowingproperty Pt:

u#veUt iffthere exist a z-factorization fuv of uv and a l-reduced z-calculus

c (s, w, v) such that

FirstLetter (Red, (c(e, u, v))) # FirstLetter (ƒ„„).

Proof: We prove the property Pt by induction on L For z = 0, the property
is clear. Assume that Pt is true for Z^O. Let w#w'eUi+1. Three cases arise:

• If w#w' = ux#v where u#xve t/(- and xeX. Then u is a z-prefix of uxv
and «xzjeXT. Hence wx is a z-prefix of wxt; and according to Fact 5.10,
c (s, «, xt;) x can be /-reduced in a z-calculus c' of WJC such that

FirstLetter (Red^ (c')) ̂  FirstLetter (fuv).

• If W#W' = WÎ;#>' where u#veUi and oyeX. Then c(e,u,v)vy is a
z-factorization of uvy and the/uy is a /-reduced z-calculus of uv.

m If w#w' = u#xv where ux#veUt and xeA"and w^e. Then, according
to Fact 5.10, c(e, «x, xv)x can be /-reduced in a z-calculus c' of w such that

FirstLetter (c') = FirstLetter (c (s, sr, xz;)).

Thus

FirstLetter {c') # FirstLetter (/BXI;).

Thus in ail cases Pi + l is satisfied. D

PROPOSITIONS. 13: Let X be a language in A*. X is a z-code iff

Proof: If X is not a z-code, according to Lemma 5.7, there exists a word
that has two distinct z-factorizations xf and yg with ( x , j / ) e l x j and

. Thus by setting/? = (|x/| + |3;g|), we have w#eUp^2- Conversely, if
Ut H A*# # 0 for some z'>0, we have w# et/, that is we A"1" and there exists
a /-reduced z-calculus c(e, w, e) of w. That is c(e, w, e) is a z-factorization of
u and/u is a z-factorization of M. Since FirstLetter (ƒ„) 7e FirstLetter (c (e, w, e)),
we have fu^c(e, u, e). •

Remarks:

• If JireRat(i4*), each t/ieRat(^*#y4*).
• The set of languages t/£ is not necessarily finite (even if X is fini te).

However, according to [2], in the rational case, one can compute an upper
bound of the length of a shortest word having two different z-factorizations
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on X so it is sufficient to compute a finite calculable number of Ut to décide
whether a regular language is a z-code.

6. MORPHISMS PRESERVING ZIGZAG CODES

As well know the image and inverse image of a code by an injective
morphism is again a code. We shall see below that a similar situation holds
for the inverse images of the z-codes, but not for the images. The class of
morphisms preserving the property of being a z-code is rather poor. This is
nothing but the coding morphisms for the biprefix codes.

Given a morphism/: A* -• C* and a language Zin A*. Recall that Zf (X)
encodes in (X{J X)*, the z-decompositions on ƒ (X) (see Définition 4.1).

PROPOSITION 6.1: Let f: A* -> C* be an injective morphism and X be a
subset of A* such that Zf (Z)gZ-Dec(T). IfX is a z-code then so isf(X).

Proof: Let 9 : B* -> A* be a coding morphism for X and let 0=/°cp. One
has Q(B)=f(<p(B))*=f(X). In order to prove that ƒ (X) is a z-code, we
first show that MQ(B)^Mi?(B). Let us have w = bt. . .bneMQ(B). For all
ie {1, . . . , « } , we dénote xi = 9(èi). Assume weMQ(B). From the fact that
9(è1 . . .^)=/(9(Z>1 . . .è i))-cp(x1 . . .x i) , it follows that y(w)eZf(X). By
the hypothesis, this implies cp (w) e Z-Dec (X). By Red^ (x1. . . x{) = 9 (b1. . . bt)
and the axioms P1 and P2, w satisfies P[ and Pr

2 that is weM^B). So

Let now S(W) = 0(ZJ) for some u,veMQ. This implies ƒ (9 («))=ƒ(q> (V)).
Since Me(B)^M(?(B), <p(M) and <p(ü) are in ^ + . Hence, ƒ (9(1/))=/(cp(z;)).
By the injectivity of/, it gives 9(«) = 9(t>). Because 9 is injective on M^(B),
we have u = v. This means that 0 is injective on MQ(B). By Corollary 4.5,
0CB)=/(X)isaz-code. D

The following example shows that the condition Zf (X) ̂  Z-Dec (X) is not
necessary for ƒ (X) to be a z-code.

Example 6.2: Let^4 = C={a> è}, ̂ { a , afot}. Let/be given by f(a) = a,
f (b) = aba. The word w = (aba) (a) (a) (aba) belongs to Zf (X), but
RtàA((aba)) = abai:abba=RedA(w). Moreover RedA((aba)(a)(a)) = abâ$A + .
However ƒ (X) ={a, aabaa} is a z-code.
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THEOREM 6,3: For any injective morphism f : A* -• C* the following condi-
tions are equivalent:

1. f {A) is a biprefix code.

2. For any subset X of A, X is a z-code then so is ƒ (X).

Proof: 1. => 2. It suffices to prove that if 1. holds then Zf {X) g Z-Dec (X)
for any subset X in A*. Suppose there exists xx. . ,xneZf(X) which does
not satisfy the axiom Px i.e. Red j4(x1. . .xm)4A+ for some me{2, . . . , « } .
Let Redx(jq . . .xm) = ax. . .ai_1âi. . . ak where ât is the first occurence of the
letters in Â. There exist xje{x1. . .xm} which contains the ö~f : xj = XjâiXj\
xrp x'j'eA*, Red^O^. . .xj_lx'jâi) = a1. . .ai^xai. Because f (A) is biprefix,
f(a1. . . ö£_! at) and therefore ƒ (xx . . .xj) can not belong to C + , a contradic-
tion. So every element of Zf(X) must satisfy the axiom Px,

We now examine the axiom P2. Suppose x1. . ,xneZf(X). Then for ail
i e { l , . . ., n}, we have ƒ (x^ . .xi)<f(x1. . ,xn), or

By the above, R e d ^ ^ i . . .x^) and Red^4(x1. . .x„) are in A + , say
Red^ (xx . . . X;) = at. . . ap and RedA (xx . . . x j = a\. . . a .̂ We have

/ ( Û ! . . .flp)</(û'i . . .«;) which implies / ( f lO. . •f(ap)<f(a[). . .ƒ(<*;).
Because/(^4) is prefix, it follows q>p and ƒ (a £ )=/ (a|) for ail / e{ 1, . . . , / ? } .
Hence a£ = aî for ail / e { l , . . . , / >} because of the injectivity of ƒ So

.a'p<a[. . .a'q= Red^(xx . . .xn). Thus the axiom P2

holds true. We have Zf

2 => 1. Suppose that Z=f (A) is not a biprefix code. Then Z is not prefix
or not suffix. We treat only the first case, for the other one the argument is
similar. There must exist y and z in Z and teC+ such that y — zt. We have
y-f (a) and z=f(b) for some letters a, beA. The set X={aab, ab, b} is a
z-code. But the set ƒ (Z) -{z tz tz , ztz, z} is not a z-code, indeed the word
ztztz has two different z-factorizations on ƒ (Z). D

• The power of a z-code is not necessarily a z-code. For example,
X— {a, aba} is a z-code, but X2 = {aa, aaèa, aèaa, abaaba } is not a z-code
because the word abaaba has two different z-factorizations on X2.

• Generally, ƒ ( ^ ) is strictly contained in [f(X)Y, but i f / is a coding
morphism for a biprefix code, one has ƒ (X)T = [ƒ (JT)]T for ail language X.

PROPOSITION 6.4; Let ƒ : ^4* -> C* èe an injective morphism.

Then if Y is a z-code on C,f~x{Y) is a z-code on A.
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Proof: Assume that a word w admits two different z-factorizations on
f~1(Y). Since ƒ is injective, f(w) has two different z-factorizations on
ƒ (ƒ ~x (Y)). Hence ƒ (w) has two different 2-factorizations on Y: a contradic-
tion with the fact that Y is a z-code. ü
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